Abstract: KT-geometry is the geometry of a Hermitian connection whose torsion is a 3-form. HKT-geometry is the geometry of a hyper-Hermitian connection whose torsion is a 3-form. We identify non-trivial conditions for a reduction theory for these types of geometry.
Introduction
Symplectic reduction is a novel method of constructing symplectic manifolds from others that admit a group action of symplectic diffeomorphisms. To describe the main result, let G be a compact group of symplectic diffeomorphisms acting on the symplectic manifold (M, ω) and g be the Lie algebra of G. It can be shown that under certain conditions N = ν −1 (ζ)/G is also a symplectic manifold, where ζ ∈ g * and ν : M → g * is the moment map. The manifold N is also denoted with M//G. It is remarkable that symplectic reduction can be generalized in various ways. First, it can be shown that if M is a Kähler manifold admitting a G-action of holomorphic isometries, then M//G is also a Kähler manifold. Furthermore, it can be shown that if M is a hyper-Kähler manifold admitting an G-action of tri-holomorphic isometries, then M//G = ν −1 (ζ) is also hyper-Kähler where ν = (ν 1 , ν 2 , ν 3 ) : M → R 3 ⊗ g * and ζ = (ζ 1 , ζ 2 , ζ 3 ) ∈ R 3 ⊗ g * [10] . In the context of hyper-Kähler reduction there are three moment maps each associated to the three complex structures. One common feature of all symplectic,
Kähler and hyper-Kähler reductions is that moment maps exist because the G-action preserves some symplectic form. More generally it has been shown that if M is a hypercomplex manifold admitting a tri-holomorphic group action, then M//G is also hypercomplex [11] . The details of this construction will be summarized in Section 2.2. Here it is worth mentioning that in the context of hypercomplex reductions, moment maps do not arise naturally because in the generic case there are no symplectic forms which are preserved by the group action. Instead it is assumed that one can find such functions on M which have the required properties.
In the next section, we assume the existence of a G-moment map on M and study the geometry on the reduced space N. The aim is to prove that the reduction of a KT-space is a KT-space and the reduction of a HKT-space is again a HKT-space. The definition and twistor construction of HKT spaces have been given in [5] . The properties of KT and HKT manifolds have been widely investigated in the literature [5, 6, 8] . The result on KT-space in Section 2 is not surprising because a Hermitian structure can easily be found on a reduced space and every Hermitian structure has a unique KT-connection. The existence of HKT-connection on the reduction of a HKT-space is less trivial. Examples of HKT-reduction in this regard are given at the end of this paper.
In the third section, we identify non-trivial and sufficient topological or cohomological constraints on either the manifold M or the group G to ensure the existence of a G-moment map on strong KT-manifolds and strong HKT-manifolds. In the absence of symplectic forms, this is a non-trivial result as one usually generates moment map through the Kähler form. In the fourth section, we discuss when a potential function on a HKT-space may descend to a potential function on the reduced HKT-space.
Existence of HKT-Structures on Reduced Spaces
Assuming the existence of "moment maps", we examine the geometry on the reduced space in the next two sections.
KT Reduction
Before we explain HKT reduction, it is instructive to consider first the reduction of KT manifolds, i.e. Hermitian manifolds equipped with the hermitian connection whose torsion is a three-from.
Let M be a KT manifold and let G be a compact group of complex isometries on M. Denote the algebra of holomorphic vector fields by g. Next introduce a Gequivariant map ν : M −→ g satisfying the transversality condition, ie Idν(X) = 0 for all X ∈ g. We remark that a map ν is equivariant if ν(g · x) = Adg * (ν(x)).
Definition 1 A map ν is called G-moment map if and only if (i) it is equivariant and (ii) it satisfies the transversality condition.
We remark that for simply connected Kähler manifolds the moment map can be constructed using the invariance of Kähler form and complex structure and it satisfies the transversality property. However additional conditions are required in order the moment map to be equivariant.
Next given a point ζ ∈ g, denote the level set ν −1 (ζ) by P . Since the map ν is G-equivariant, level sets are invariant if the group G is Abelian or if the point ς is invariant. Assuming that the level set P is invariant, and the action of G on P is free, then the quotient space N = P/G is a smooth manifold. Let π : P → N be the quotient map.
It can be shown that in fact N = P/G is a complex manifold. This construction can be done as follows. For each point m in the space P , its tangent space is
Consider the vector subspace
Due to the transversality condition, this space is transversal to the vectors generated by elements in g. In addition, this space is a vector subspace of T m P with co-dimension dim g, and hence it is a vector subspace of T m M with co-dimension 2 dim g. The same condition implies that, as a subbundle of T M |P , U is closed under I. Moreover there is a G-invariant splitting
where V is the tangent space to the orbits of G and it is the bundle of kernels of dπ. We use the terms "horizontal" and "vertical" for U and V. As the projection π is an isomorphism on U, for any tangent vectorÂ at π(m), there exists a unique element A u in U m such that dπ(A u ) =Â. We call A u horizontal lift ofÂ. The complex structure on N is defined by
Theorem 1 Let (M, I, g) be a KT-manifold. Suppose that G is a compact group of complex isometries admitting a G-moment map ν. Then the complex reduced space N = M//G inherits a KT structure.
Proof: To show this, it suffices to find a complex structure I and a hermitian metric g on N which are induced from M because for every Hermitian structure (I, g), there always exists a unique KT structure on N [3] [8] .
To begin, since U is G-invariant, if X u is tangent to P at m and is contained in U, then for any element f ∈ G, dL f (X u ) is tangent to P at f (m) and is contained in U.
is the horizontal lift ofX to f (m). Since G is also a group of isometries, g(dL f (X), dL f (Y )) = g(X, Y ) for any vectors X and Y tangent to P . Define a metricĝ on N bŷ
where X u and Y u are the horizontal lifts ofX andŶ respectively. From the analysis above, the metricĝ is independent from the choice of the reference point p of the orbit. Note that the "horizontal" and "vertical" spaces ARE NOT necessarily orthogonal.
To prove thatĝ is Hermitian, we note that
q. e. d.
HKT Reduction
We shall begin with a description of hypercomplex reduction developed by Joyce [11] . Let G be a compact group of hypercomplex automorphism on M. Denote the algebra of hyper-holomorphic vector fields by g. Suppose that ν = (ν 1 , ν 2 , ν 3 ) : M −→ R 3 ⊗ g is a G-equivariant map satisfying the following two conditions. The Cauchy-Riemann condition: I 1 dν 1 = I 2 dν 2 = I 3 dν 3 , and the transversality condition: I a dν a (X) = 0 for all X ∈ g. In analogy with a similar definition given in the previous section, any map satisfying these conditions is called a G-moment map. Given a point ζ = (ζ 1 , ζ 2 , ζ 3 ) in R 3 ⊗ g, denote the level set ν −1 (ζ) by P . Assuming that the level set P is invariant, and the action of G on P is free, then the quotient space N = P/G is a smooth manifold.
Joyce proved that the quotient space N = P/G inherits a natural hypercomplex structure [11] . His construction runs as follows. For each point m in the space P , its tangent space is
Due to the transversality condition, this space is transversal to the vectors generated by elements in g. Due to the Cauchy-Riemann condition, this space is a vector subspace of T m P with co-dimension dim g, and hence it is a vector subspace of T m M with co-dimension 4 dim g. The same condition implies that, as a subbundle of T M |P , U is closed under I a . Moreover there is a G-invariant splitting
where V is the tangent space to the orbits of G and it is the bundle of kernels of dπ. Again, we use the terms "horizontal" and "vertical" for U and V although these two spaces are not necessarily orthogonal. Following techniques and notations of the last section, a hypercomplex structure on N is defined by
Theorem 2 Let (M, I, g) be a HKT-manifold. Suppose that G is a compact group of hypercomplex isometries admitting a G-moment map ν. Then hypercomplex reduced space N = M//G inherits a HKT structure.
Proof: Define hypercomplex structures I a on N = P/G as in (7) . As in the previous section, define a metricĝ on N by
where X u and Y u are the horizontal lifts ofX andŶ respectively. This is a hyperHermitian metric.
On M, define F a (X, Y ) = g(I a X, Y ) and
This is a (0,2)-form with respect to I 1 . Since the hyper-Hermitian structure on X admits a HKT-metric, ∂ω 1 = 0. Equivalently, the (0, 3)-part of dω 1 vanishes. Similarly, we defineω 1 on N. By [8, Proposition 2] , the hyper-Hermitian metriĉ g is a HKT-metric if and only if ∂ω 1 = 0. In other words, we need to prove that the type (0, 3)-part of dω 1 with respect to I 1 vanishes. This is equivalent to
. As
and we have the following computation:
To complete the proof of this theorem we claim that
As dd 1 ν 1 is of type-(1,1) with respect to I 1 and X u and Y u are type-(0,1) with respect to
Moment Maps for Strong KT and HKT-Spaces
As we have seen, the construction of new HKT manifolds using HKT reduction requires the existence of a G-moment map satisfying the requirements of Theorem 2. This moment map is not specified within the theory, as it is the case for the hyper-Kähler reduction, but rather its existence is an additional assumption of the construction. However as we shall see in the special case of reduction for strong KT ( and HKT) manifolds, under certain assumptions, there is such a moment map which arises naturally. The local construction of a moment map for KT and HKT geometries presented below parallels the construction of an action for two-dimensional (2,0)-and (4,0)-supersymmetric gauged sigma models with Wess-Zumino term in [14] , respectively. Again, we focus on a reduction theory for strong KT-structure first. The reduction theory for strong HKT-structures follow.
Local Consideration
Let G a compact group of complex automorphisms on a strong KT manifold M. In particular G is a group of isometries on M which leaves in addition the torsion threeform H invariant. To continue we introduce a basis {e a ; a = 1, . . . , dim g} in the Lie algebra of g and denote the associated vector fields of M with {X a ; a = 1, . . . , dim g}; denote with {e a ; a = 1, . . . , dim g * } the associated basis in the dual g * of g. The conditions for invariance of the KT structure can now be written as
where L a = L X a ; similarly later for the inner derivation we have i a = i X a . Using the assumption that M is a strong KT manifold, dH = 0, the last equation above implies that di a H = 0 and so there is a locally defined one-form u a such that
Clearly u a is uniquely defined up to the addition of a closed one-form.
Next let us denote withX the one-form dual with the vector field X with respect to the KT metric. Using L a I = 0, one can show that the two-form d(X a +u a ) is type-(1,1) with respect to the complex structure I. Therefore, by the ∂-Poincare Lemma, there is a locally defined complex-valued function h a on M such that (X a + u a ) 1,0 = ∂h a . Let f a be the real part of h a . Define
Then w 1,0 a = i∂ν a where ν a is a constant multiple of the imaginary part of h a . Therefore, we can write
Let ξ = ξ a e a be any element in g. Define a map ν from M to g * by
A necessary condition for ν to be well-defined on M is that the class of i a H in H 2 (M, R) should be trivial. If in addition M satisfies the ∂∂-lemma, then ν will be well-defined on M.
In the case when the group G is Abelian, the issue of equivariance is absent and hence the map ν so constructed is the moment map. Before we investigate equivariance in general, we consider the issue of non-degeneracy.
Definition 2 A holomorphic Killing vector field X is non-degenerate if dν
Therefore, a holomorphic Killing vector field is non-degenerate if its moment map is non-constant. The following proposition is useful to determine when a holomorphic Killing vector field is non-degenerate.
Proposition 1 If the length of a holomorphic Killing vector field is non-constant, the vector field is non-degenerate.
Proof: Note that dν X = 0 if and only if dX + du = 0. i.e. dX + ι X H = 0. It means that for any vector field Y and Z,
On the other hand, since L X g = 0 and ∇g = 0,
Combining the above two identities, we find that for any vector fields Y, Z,
In particular, g(∇ Y X, X) = 0 for any Y . Since ∇g = 0. It implies that dg(X, X) = 0. q. e. d.
Equivariance
Now we seek conditions for ν to be equivariant. This issue will be analyzed in the next few paragraphs. The map ν is equivariant if and only if ν(g · x) = Adg * (ν(x)). Let X be any element in g. The equivariance is determined by
The infinitesimal version of the above identity is
ba X c be the structural equations for the algebra g so that f c ba are constants. Apply the above formula to w a and u a respectively with respect to X b , the equivariance conditions for w a and u a are
These are non-trivial conditions. Note that
By Poincaré lemma, there exists a locally defined closed 1-form v ba such that
Therefore, v ba is the obstruction for u a to be equivariant.
Therefore, the g * -valued 1-form w := w a η a is equivariant if and only if u := u a η a is equivariant.
Assuming that u is equivariant. This implies that after a possible shift of u a with respect to a closed one-form, u a must satisfy the above equation. Note that even if u a is equivariant, it is not unique but rather defined up to an equivariant closed one-form.
Next since dw a is an (1,1)-form and if we assume that the ∂∂-lemma applies on the manifold M (see either [2, 5.11] 
Therefore, the 1-form z a = w a − Idν a is closed. In the above equation ν a is not uniquely defined but rather it is defined up the addition of the real part of a holomorphic function.
As we have assumed that u a is equivariant, w a is equivariant. We obtain
where ν ba = L b ν a − f ba c ν c and z ba = L b z a − f ba c z c . Since dz ba = 0, (23) implies that dd c ν ba = 0. By ∂∂-Lemma again, ν ba is a harmonic function and hence is the real part of a holomorphic function f ba . If, in addition,
for some holomorphic functions F a , then redefining ν a as ν a −ReF a and z a as z a −dImF a both ν a and z a become equivariant. So there is a choice of u a , such that w a = Idν a . Therefore, we have found an equivariant moment map ν : M → g * .
Cohomology
The various conditions that we have found for the existence of a moment map in the previous section can be identified as classes in de-Rham H * dR and in H * δ cohomology, where δ will be defined shortly. Let δ G be the map defining Lie algebra cohomology in the usual way [9] . In particular, for θ ∈ g * and ζ, η ∈ g,
Therefore, (note the convention for wedge product) in terms of structural constants with respect to the dual basis θ a ,
In particular, δ
Equivalently,δφ = L a φ · θ a . Then we extend this operator to
This map generates a resolution.
We claim that this resolution is a complex. i.e. δ k • δ k+1 = δ 2 = 0. To check, notice that
It shows that the term L b L a φ − One can now define a cohomology theory with respect to δ in the usual way and denote it with
Since δ commutes with d, one can also naturally define the cohomology groups
where C ℓ (M) are the close ℓ-forms on M. A cohomology theory based on a resolution of O ⊗ g * , where O is the sheaf of germs of holomorphic functions on M, is similarly defined. This is possible because the group G consists of holomorphic actions. In particular,
Returning now in the discussion of the previous section, we have seen a necessary condition for the existence of a moment map in the KT case is that i a H is a trivial class in H 2 dR (M). Now we write i a H = du a and define u = u a η a . This is a section of
Due to (20), the 1-form part is closed. Therefore δu is an element of
Obviously, it is in the kernel of δ. It defines a class in H 1 δ (C 1 (M)⊗g * ). Since u is not necessarily a closed 1-form, this class is not necessarily trivial although it is represented by δu. Due to computation of previous paragraphs, this cohomology class is the obstruction for adjusting u by a closed 1-from so that it could be equivariant. If this class vanishes, then as we have explained δ(w a η a ) = 0 as well. Using this and assuming that ν a is well-defined in w = Idν + z, where ν = ν a η a and z = z a η a , we have Idδν + δz = 0. As we have explained in the previous section the obstruction for both z and ν to be equivariant are δz and δν respectively. The last identity implies that it suffices to find the condition for δν = 0.
Due to identity (22), δw = 0 and L a I = 0, we have dIdδν = 0. Therefore, by ∂∂-Lemma, there exists holomorphic function f ba such that ν ba = Ref ba . Define
This is an element in O ⊗ Λ 1 g * ⊗ g * . The function part of δf is holomorphic as the group G consists of holomorphic actions.
However, the real part of δf is equal to δν = 0. Therefore, δf is purely imaginary. This is possible only if δf = 0. It follows that f defines a class in H Some of the conditions that we have derived above can be cast into an elegant form using equivariant cohomology [15] . In physics, it is known that the obstructions for gauging bosonic two-dimensional sigma models with Wess-Zumino term [16, 17] are elements of equivariant cohomology [18] . The theorem below provides sufficient conditions for KT reduction.
Theorem 3 Let M be a strong KT manifold and G be a compact group acting on M and leaving invariant the KT structure. If the torsion three-form H admits an equivariant extension as a closed form in EG ×
Proof: Note that EG is the universal classifying bundle space for the group G. It can be shown that a closed three-form H in M admits an equivariant extension in EG× G M, if H is invariant under the group action of G on M and there are equivariant one-forms {u a ; a = 1, . . . , dimg} on M such that
Of course the one-form u a is defined up to the addition of an equivariant closed oneform v a . Because of this, the one-form w a = u a +X a is equivariant and dw a is an (1,1) form on M. If the ∂∂-lemma applies, then w a = Idν a + z a , where ν a is a function on M and z a is closed one-form. It can be shown that in fact z a is equivariant. Indeed, since w a is equivariant and the G-action preserves the complex structure, we have
where
We have seen that the obstruction for z a and ν a to be equivariant lies in
Since this vanishes z a and ν a are equivariant. So there is a choice of u a , such that w a = Idν a .
It remains to prove the transversality condition. This follows from the last condition in (36) because it implies that i a u b is skew-symmetric and so i a w b is the sum of a non-degenerate symmetric matrix with i a u b . Therefore ν is a G-moment map and so M//G is a KT manifold. q. e. d.
Moment Maps on Strong HKT Structures
The construction of G-moment maps for the reduction of strong HKT manifolds can proceed as in the case of strong KT manifolds above. The only difference is that for each complex structure {I r ; r = 1, 2, 3} one gets
where z r a are again equivariant closed one-forms provided that the obstructions in H 
Potential Functions
Recall that if (M, I, g) is a HKT manifold with Kähler forms ω a , a HKT potential is a function ρ such that 2ω 1 
In this section, we follow the methods in [12] to find a potential function on reduced space. We continue to use the notations established in Section 2.2. Proof: Let P := ν −1 (0) and i : P → M be the inclusion map. Now we first check that i * dd a ρ| U = dd a i * ρ| U where U is defined in (5) . To this end notice that
and
. By direct computations after restricting on points of P we have:
The last equality is due to dρ(
v is tangent to an orbit of G and the condition in the theorem. We shall use the same argument repeatedly and implicitly in subsequent computation.
As the map ρ is G-invariant, for x in P , we may define
where π is the quotient map from P onto N = P/G. In other words, π
On the other hand, (123). At the end we use the fact that the reduced Kähler forms ω a are characterized by the condition (π * ω a ) |U = (i * ω a ) |U and conclude that 2ω
Remark: In the case of when the torsion vanishes the condition in the above theorem is equivalent to the one proposed by Kobak and Swann [12] . In both cases the crucial point is to ensure i * I a dρ = I a i * dρ. In both cases dρ(X v ) = 0 since ρ is invariant.
Examples
It is known that SU(3) admits invariant hypercomplex structure, constructed by Joyce. Moreover Pedersen and Poon [19] considered the deformation of this structure and succeeded to represent any "small" deformation as a hypercomplex reduced space of the space S 1 × S 11 under an appropriate S 1 action. As it is shown in [8] and [13] , the space S 1 × S 11 is HKT and one can check that the S 1 -actions considered in [19, Section 6.3] are HKT-isometries. Now according to the theorem of section 2.2 we have:
Theorem 6 Any small deformation of the invariant hypercomplex structure on SU(3) admits a HKT structure.
In the rest of this section, we will construct new HKT-metrics through a reduction process. We begin with a well-known metric, namely the Taub-NUT metric.
Taub-NUT metric
We use the notation of [7] . Let M = H × H with quaternionic coordinates (q, w). We identify points (t, x, y, z) ∈ R 4 with a quaternion q ∈ H: q = t + ix + jy + kz. The (quaternion) conjugate is q = t − ix − jy − kz. The flat metric on M is
Using left multiplication of the unit quaternions i, j and k, we find the hypercomplex structure I, J and K such that
With respect to these complex structures, the Kähler form of the flat metric dqdq are
Let G be R, t ∈ R with the action (q, w) → (qe it , w + λt), for λ in R. This is a group of hyper-Kähler isometries. It generates a moment map:
We write r = qiq, r = |r| and w = y + y so r and y are in R 3 . Moreover,
Define ψ by q = ρe iψ/2 where ρ is a pure quaternion. Now using the coordinates (ψ, r, y, y), we write the flat metric on M as
where curlω = grad(
). In these coordinates the G-action is
which leaves τ = ψ − 2y/λ invariant. On ν −1 (0), one has y = − 1 2λ
r. The induced metric in the coordinates (r, τ, y) on ν −1 (0) is
The quotient space ν −1 (0)/G is obtained by an orthogonal projection along the Killing vector field ∂/∂y. It turns out that the quotient metric is the Taub-Nut metric:
A HKT-version of Taub-NUT metric
Given the preparation of the last section, we are now ready to consider HKT-reduction. Let h be a function of r. We consider the metric on H\{0} × H given by
As h(r) r dqdq is a HKT-metric on H\{0} and product of HKT metrics is again a HKT metric, ds 2 is a HKT metric. Since the hypercomplex structure does not change, the group G remains hypercomplex. It is again a group of isometries. Therefore, we again use the moment maps ν generated by the action G with respect to the hyper-Kähler metric ds 2 flat . On ν −1 (0) the induced metric with respect to ds
Here we used
As hyper-Kähler reduction is also obtained by orthogonal projection, the horizontal distribution U is defined by ker θ. Therefore, the reduced metric is obtained by taking the restriction of ds 2 on ν −1 (0) modulo θ or µ where
In other words, ifĝ is the quotient metric, then there is a 1-form α and function a on ν −1 (0) such that ds
It follows that ι ∂ ∂y ds 2 = aµ + α. In our example,
Therefore the quotient metric is
In particular, the quotient metric is conformally equivalent to the Taub-NUT metric, a hyper-Kähler metric. Amongst the class of weak HKT metrics that have been constructed above, there is a strong HKT metric which is complete. This is
For this metric, the function h is
This metric is strong HKT because the conformal factor is a harmonic function with respect to the Taub-NUT hyper-Kähler metric. The asymptotic behavior of the metric is as follows: As r → ∞, the metric (56) approaches the standard metric on S 1 × R 3 . As r → 0, the metric (56) approaches
Changing back to the quaternionic coordinates q, we find that the above metric can be rewritten as
with r =and u = log(|q|). So it is the standard metric on R × S 3 . In physics language, the metric (56) interpolates between the ten-dimensional Kaluza-Klein vacuum and the near horizon geometry of the NS5-brane.
5.3
A HKT-Version of Lee-Weinberg-Yi Metric
We are interested in examples beyond four-real dimension. As noted in [7] , a high dimension analog of the Taub-NUT metric is the Lee-Weinberg-Yi (LWY) metric. We construct a family HKT-version of this metric. Moreover, these metrics are not conformal to the LWY-metric. 
With respect to the flat metric ds 2 flat = a dq a dq a + a dw a dw a and the hypercomplex structure defined as in (41), the group G is a group hyper-holomorphic isometries.
is given by
Define r a = q a iq a , r a = |r a | = q a q a , y a = 1 2
(w a − w a ). It follows that w a = y a + y a . Now r a and y a are in R 3 and the moment map is
Define ψ a by q a = ρ a e iψa/2 where ρ a is a pure quaternion. Now using the coordinates (ψ a , r a , y a , y a ), one may construct explicitly a hyper-Kähler metric on the quotient space in the way the Taub-NUT metric is constructed. This is the LWY-metric.
For reference in subsequent computation, we note that in these coordinates the G-action is (ψ a , y a ) → (ψ a + 2t a , y a + b λ 
This is a HKT-metric. The group G is again a group of hyper-holomorphic isometries. We may use the G-moment map ν again to construct a quotient metricĝ with respect to ds 2 .
The restriction of the metric ds 2 on ν −1 (0) with respect to the coordinates (r a , τ a , y a ) is 
To find the quotient metricĝ, it suffices to find functions F ab and 1-forms α a such that ds 2 = a,b
Now the problem is that the Killing vector fields ∂ ∂ya generated by G on the zero level set in general are not mutually orthogonal.
From now on, we limit our discussion to the case when λ 
This is simple because this metric is a product metric. In general, so long as not all the λ a = 1 va are equal, the quotient metricĝ is a HKT-metric. However, it is no longer conformal to the LWY-metric.
